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Abstract
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) on logo-
graphic source languages struggles when trans-
lating ‘unseen’ characters, which never appear
in the training data. One possible approach
to this problem uses sub-character decompo-
sition for training and test sentences. How-
ever, this approach involves complete retrain-
ing, and its effectiveness for unseen character
translation to non-logographic languages has
not been fully explored.
We investigate existing ideograph-based
sub-character decomposition approaches for
Chinese-to-English and Japanese-to-English
NMT, for both high-resource and low-resource
domains. For each language pair and domain
we construct a test set where all source sen-
tences contain at least one unseen logographic
character. We find that complete sub-character
decomposition often harms unseen character
translation, and gives inconsistent results
generally.
We offer a simple alternative based on decom-
position before inference for unseen characters
only. Our approach allows flexible application,
achieving translation adequacy improvements
and requiring no additional models or training.

1 Introduction
While Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has
evolved rapidly in recent years, not all of its suc-
cessful techniques are equally applicable to all lan-
guage pairs. A particular example is the representa-
tion and translation of unseen tokens, which do not
appear in the training data. With techniques like
subword decomposition (Sennrich et al., 2016), an
unseen word in an alphabetic language can in the
worst case be represented as a sequence of charac-
ters. Since alphabetic languages usually have few
unique characters, it is reasonable to assume that
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all of these ‘backoff’ characters will be present in
the limited model vocabulary.

We focus instead on the translation of unseen
Chinese and Japanese logographic characters into
alphabetic languages, a task that remains a chal-
lenge for NMT. Logographic writing systems may
have many thousands of logograms, each repre-
senting at least one word, morpheme or concept as
well as conveying phonetic and prosodic informa-
tion. Inevitably some characters will either not be
present in the training data, or will be present but
too rare to be included in the vocabulary.

If the model is required to translate a previously
unseen character, it will usually be replaced with
an UNK (unknown word) token. The most likely
outcome is that it will be ignored by the translation
model, which will instead rely on the context of
the unseen character to produce the translation. In
the worst case, the presence of a previously-unseen
character at inference time may harm the transla-
tion quality. This is a particular concern for NMT
in low-resource domains, when amodel is less able
to rely on lexical context.

Many logographic characters share sub-
character components1, which can carry semantic
or phonetic meaning (Table 1). An intuitive
approach to the logogram sparsity problem in
NLP uses sub-character decompositions in place
of characters. Sub-character work in NMT has
focused on the use of shared sub-characters to
improve Chinese-Japanese translation (Zhang
and Komachi, 2018, 2019). In this approach
all logograms are decomposed, and subword
vocabularies are learned over sub-character
sequences.

We identify two motivations for using sub-
1214 Kangxi Radicals are defined as a block in Unicode

as of version 3.0 (Consortium, 2000). In this paper we fol-
low prior work in using shallower decompositions which can
include non-radical sub-character units.
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Char Meaning Sub-chars Semantic sub-char
森 Forest 木木木 木 (Tree)
鰯 Sardine 魚弱 魚 (Fish)
校 School 木交 木 (Tree)

Table 1: Some characters with sub-character decompo-
sitions given by CHISE. Not all decompositions or sub-
characters convey the character’s semantic meaning.

characters in logographic NMT:

1. Sharing vocabularies between languages with
similar sub-character decompositions, as in
Chinese-Japanese translation.

2. Representing unseen characters – those not
appearing in the training data – in semanti-
cally meaningful ways.

Our hypothesis is that, while complete sub-
character decomposition for all characters might
be useful in case 1, only some characters benefit
from only semantic elements of the decomposition
in case 2. The focus of this work is case 2. Our
contributions are as follows:

• We compare ideograph-based sub-character
schemes for Chinese-to-English and
Japanese-to-English NMT with a strong
BPE subword baseline, for both high- and
low-resource domain translation.

• We evaluate both on general test sets, and on
challenge sets which we construct such that
all sentences have at least one character that
was not seen in the training data. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to
analyze the impact of sub-character decompo-
sition on unseen character translation.

• We demonstrate that, counter-intuitively,
training models with indiscriminate sub-
character decomposition can harm unseen
character translation, and also gives inconsis-
tent performance on sentences with no unseen
characters.

• We instead propose a set of extremely straight-
forward inference-time sub-character decom-
position schemes requiring no additional
models or training.

1.1 Related work
In NMT, applying radical decomposition before
learning a Byte Pair Encoding (BPE, Sennrich

et al. (2016)) vocabulary has been shown to im-
prove Chinese-Japanese supervised and unsuper-
vised translation over a standard character BPE
representation (Zhang and Komachi, 2018, 2019).
However, Chinese-Japanese translation benefits
from a high proportion of shared sub-characters.
The impact of sub-character decomposition for
translating unseen logographic characters to an al-
phabetic language that cannot share sub-characters
has not been fully explored.

Zhang and Komachi (2018) also explore transla-
tion from Chinese and Japanese with sub-character
decomposition into English. However, they trans-
late to word-based English sentences instead of a
stronger BPE representation, and they do not as-
sess the effect of sub-character decomposition on
unseen characters. Kuang andHan (2018) likewise
train NMT models with factored sub-character in-
formation for Chinese-to-English translation but
use words instead of BPE units as their baseline
decomposition for both languages.

Zhang et al. (2019) do explore sub-character
decomposition for BPE-based Chinese-to-English
NMT. They find that training with sub-character
decomposition alone does not give quality im-
provements in this case, although it has the prac-
tical advantage of a smaller vocabulary size. Our
findings echo these, but we confirm them for
Japanese-to-English translation and translation of
unseen characters specifically.

Outside of translation, use of sub-character de-
composition has been shown to improve learn-
ing of character embeddings for Chinese (Sun
et al., 2014) and language modelling for Japanese
(Nguyen et al., 2017). Sub-character decomposi-
tion has also been applied to sentiment classifica-
tion (Ke and Hagiwara, 2017), text classification
(Toyama et al., 2017) andword similarity tasks, the
last with mixed results (Karpinska et al., 2018).

We consider work on NMT with byte-level sub-
words (Costa-jussà et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019)
as complementary to this work. Representing text
at the level of bytes allows any logographic char-
acter with a Unicode representation to be included
in the model vocabulary. However, inclusion in
the vocabulary does not guarantee that the model
learns a good character representation, and such
schemes do not leverage the semantic or phonetic
information available in sub-character decomposi-
tions of unseen characters.
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2 Sub-character decomposition
Over 80% of Chinese characters can be broken
down into both a semantic and a phonetic compo-
nent (Liu et al., 2010). The semantic meaning of
a Chinese character often corresponds to the sub-
character occupying its top or left position (Hoo-
sain, 1991). These may be – but are not always
– radicals: sub-characters that cannot be broken
down any further. However, radicals in these posi-
tions are not necessarily directly meaningful. For
example, radical魚 (‘fish’) has a clear semantic re-
lationship with the character鰯 (‘sardine’), but the
semantic connection of radical木 (‘tree’) to char-
acter 校 (‘school’) is more abstract. Example de-
compositions are given in Table 1. The phonetic
component is less likely to be helpful for transla-
tion to a non-logographic language, except in the
case of transliterations.

2.1 Training with sub-character
decomposition

We first explore the impact of two variations
on ideograph-based sub-character decomposition
applied to all characters in the source lan-
guage. Following Zhang and Komachi (2019) we
use decomposition information from the CHISE
project2, which provides ideograph sequences for
CJK (Chinese-Japanese-Korean) characters. As
well as ideographs, the sequences include ideo-
graphic description characters (IDCs), which con-
vey the structure of an ideograph. While Zhang
and Komachi (2019) use IDC information for
Chinese-Japanese translation, use of structural sub-
character information has not yet been explored for
NMT to an alphabetic language.

IDCs may convey useful information about
which sub-character component is likely to be
the semantic or phonetic component, but they
also make character representations significantly
longer. We therefore compare training with sub-
character decompositions with and without the
IDCs.

2.2 Inference-only sub-character
decomposition

Applying sub-character decomposition to all char-
acters for training decreases the vocabulary size,
but significantly lengthens source sequences. Ad-
ditionally, these schemes apply decomposition to
all source characters, regardless of whether they

2Accessed via https://github.com/cjkvi/cjkvi-ids

benefit from decomposition. We propose an al-
ternative approach which applies sub-character de-
composition only to unseen characters at inference
time.

We apply decomposition if a test source sen-
tence 1) contains an unseen character which 2) can
be decomposed into at least one sub-character that
is already present in the vocabulary. We do not
include the entire decomposition, but keep only
the sub-characters already in the model vocabu-
lary. We experiment with both keeping all in-
vocabulary sub-characters, and keeping only the
leftmost in-vocabulary sub-character, which is fre-
quently the semantic component. We consider
the left-only approach to be a reasonable heuris-
tic since in many cases other components do not
contribute semantic meaning.

The inference-only decomposition approach
has several advantages over training with sub-
character decomposition. It is extremely fast, since
decomposition is a pre-processing step before in-
ference. It does not require training from scratch
with very long sequences, which can harm over-
all performance. Sentences without unseen charac-
ters, which are unlikely to benefit from decomposi-
tion, are left completely unchanged by the scheme.

Finally, the scheme is very flexible: decomposi-
tion can be applied to individual unseen characters
on a case-by-case basis if necessary. For example,
the presence of the 魚 (‘fish’) radical on the left
of a character very often indicates that the charac-
ter is for a type of fish, so applying inference-only
decomposition to such characters will improve ad-
equacy. Characters can in principle be excluded
from decomposition if they do not benefit from it.

We convert some sub-character components to
their base forms to improve character coverage. A
small number of components change form in some
cases. For example, 水 (‘water’), can exist as its
own character or as a radical, but often becomes
氵 when used on the left hand side of a charac-
ter (e.g. 池, ‘pond’). We manually define 30 such
cases for inference-only decomposition, swapping
the changed radical (unlikely to be in the vocabu-
lary) for its base form (often in the vocabulary).
This is unneeded when training with sub-character
decomposition as all forms can be included in the
vocabulary.

Even when radicals are replaced with their base
form, not all radicals will be present in the vo-
cabulary of a non-sub-character model. To ad-
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dress this problem we propose replacing the out-
of-vocabulary radical with an in-vocabulary, non-
radical character that conveys a related semantic
meaning. Experimentally, we attempt this with a
single character for both Chinese and Japanese, re-
placing radical 疒 (‘illness’), which is not in the
vocabulary, with character ‘病’ (‘illness’).

Finally, a very simple approach to unseen sub-
characters is to remove them from source sen-
tences. This makes it unlikely that the character
will be correctly translated, but saves the model
from translating an UNK. We only apply this to
characters which could be decomposed, so UNK
may still occur.

Examples of real sub-character decompositions
for all schemes in this work are shown in Table 2.

Decomposition 鰯 瘡
Baseline UNK UNK
Training decompose 魚弱 疒倉
Training decompose (IDC) ⿰魚弱 ⿸疒倉
Inference-only remove
Inference-only decompose 魚弱 倉
Inference-only decompose (left) 魚 倉
Inference-only decompose
(replace unseen radical)

魚弱 病倉

Inference-only decompose (left,
replace unseen radical)

魚 病

Table 2: Training and inference-only decompositions
used in this work. Example representations for two char-
acters: 鰯 (‘sardine’, semantic component 魚 ‘fish’)
and瘡 (‘sores’, semantic component疒 ‘illness’). Sub-
character疒 is not in the vocabulary, so does not appear
in inference-only decomposition unless swapped with
an in-vocabulary character e.g. 病 (‘illness’).

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets
For both Chinese-English and Japanese-English,
we first train a baseline model on a larger corpus
and then adapt the same model to a smaller corpus.
This lets us evaluate unseen character translation in
both higher- and lower-resource settings. In both
cases we evaluate on a corresponding standard test
set where available, as well as an unseen charac-
ters test set. The latter is constructed from training
sentences containing at least one decomposable lo-
gographic character otherwise not appearing in the
training set. These sentences are held out from the
the training data, so any logographic characters ap-
pearing only in an ‘unseen chars’ set are not seen
at all during training.

To construct the unseen character set for the
higher-resource domain we hold out training sen-
tences with logographic characters appearing in-
frequently3 in the whole corpus, then filter for
source/target sentence length ratio less than 3.5.
We build the BPE vocabularies (Sennrich et al.,
2016) on the high-resource domain training set.
The baseline source and all target BPE vocabu-
laries consist of character sequences, while the
sub-character BPE vocabularies consist of sub-
character sequences, following Zhang and Ko-
machi (2018). For the lower-resource domains the
unseen sets are held-out sentences containing logo-
graphic characters not in the baseline source vocab-
ulary, filtered as before.

For Chinese-English our baseline model is
trained on a proprietary parallel training data set
containing web-crawled data from a mix of do-
mains. We learn separate Chinese and English
BPE vocabularies on this corpus with 50Kmerges.
For the lower-resource-domain model we adapt to
3M sentence pairs from publicly available corpora
made available by the Chinese Academy of Sci-
ences (CAS)4. Since neither of these training sets
have standard test set splits, we use theWMT news
task test sets WMT19 and WMT18 zh-en for gen-
eral evaluation of the higher- and lower-resource
cases respectively (Barrault et al., 2019). WMT19
contains only seen characters, as do all but 2 lines
of WMT18.

For Japanese-English, we train the higher-
resource model on 2M scientific domain sentence
pairs from the ASPEC corpus (Nakazawa et al.,
2016). We learn separate Japanese and English
BPE vocabularies on this corpus with 30Kmerges.
Our smaller domain is the Kyoto Free Translation
Task (KFTT) corpus (Neubig, 2011). We use the
standard test sets for general evaluation. In the AS-
PEC test set 36 (2%) sentences contain unseen de-
composable characters, as well as 180 (15.5%) sen-
tences in the KFTT test set.

3.2 Experimental setup and evaluation
Our NMT models are all Transformer models
(Vaswani et al., 2017). We use 512 hidden units,
6 hidden layers, 8 heads, and a batch size of 4096
tokens in all cases. We train for 300K steps for
the Chinese-English and for 240K steps for the

3No more than two occurrences for Chinese or three for
Japanese

4Casia2015 and Casict2015 corpora from
http://nlp.nju.edu.cn/cwmt-wmt/
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Set Chinese-English Japanese-English
Training data source Proprietary CAS ASPEC KFTT
Train 50M 3M 2M 330K
General test set 2000 3981 1812 1160
Unseen chars test set 2140 1360 336 2243

Table 3: Sentence counts for Chinese-English and Japanese-English training and test sets. Chinese-English propri-
etary and CAS training corpora have no standard test sets, so we use the WMT news task WMT19 and WMT18
test sets respectively. The ‘unseen chars’ test sets are held out from the corresponding training sets such that every
sentence has at least one unseen decomposable logographic character.

Decomposition Chinese-English Japanese-English
(training) Higher-resource Lower-resource Higher-resource Lower-resource

WMT19 Unseen WMT18 Unseen ASPEC Unseen KFTT Unseen
None (Baseline) 25.2 22.6 18.3 12.4 28.3 13.5 16.9 13.3
Decompose 24.9 22.6 17.5 11.4 26.9 14.8 16.2 12.5
Decompose IDC 24.8 22.5 18.2 12.4 26.4 14.7 16.2 12.4

Table 4: BLEU scores for training with different decomposition schemes for higher- and lower-resource test sets.
Baseline has no sub-character decomposition. Sub-character decomposition during training fails to improve general
translation, and only improves unseen set translation for ASPEC.

Japanese-English higher-resource domain models.
For the lower resource domains we fine-tune the
trained models for 30K and 10K steps respectively.

We conduct inference via beam search with
beam size 4. For ASPEC evaluation we evaluate
Moses tokenized English with the multi-bleu tool
to correspond to the official WAT evaluation. For
all other results we report detokenized English us-
ing the SacreBLEU tool5 (Post, 2018). All BLEU
is for truecased English.

3.3 Results
We have two requirements when using sub-
character decomposition for unseen character
translation:

• Sets with few unseen characters (all general
test sets except KFTT) should not experience
performance degradation in terms of BLEU.

• Translation performance on unseen charac-
ters should improve.

Unseen character translation improvement may
not be detectable by BLEU score, since the un-
seen character sets may only have one or two un-
seen characters per sentence. Moreover generat-
ing a hypernym, such as ‘fish’ instead of ‘sardine’
for鰯, would not improve BLEU, despite being a
more adequate translation than UNK and a more
correct translation than e.g. ‘salmon’. Conse-
quently we also give examples for the most promis-
ing schemes.

5BLEU+case.mixed+numrefs.1+smooth.exp+
tok.13a+version.1.4.8

3.3.1 Training with decomposition
In Table 4 we give results after training with sub-
character decomposition schemes. We compare
decomposition with and without structural infor-
mation (IDCs) to a strong BPE baseline. On
general test sets, we see BLEU degradation com-
pared to the baseline, especially for Japanese-
English. We note that our Japanese-English AS-
PEC decomposed-training score is similar to the
result for the same set achieved by Zhang and
Komachi (2018) with ideograph decomposition.
However, our non-decomposed baseline is much
stronger, and so we are not able to replicate their
finding that training with sub-character decom-
position is beneficial to NMT from logographic
languages to English. We suggest this degra-
dation may be the result of training and infer-
ence with much longer sequences, which are well-
established as challenging for NMT (Koehn and
Knowles, 2017).

Interestingly we find that adding IDCs, which
lengthen sequences, performs slightly better for the
lower-resource than for higher-resource cases, es-
pecially for Chinese-English. A possible explana-
tion is that the longer sequences regularize adap-
tation in these cases, avoiding overfitting to the
highly specific lower-resource domains. However,
these cases still show degradation relative to the
baseline.

On the unseen sets, training with sub-character
decomposition outperforms the baseline in terms
of BLEU for the ASPEC unseen set. However, this
is not a consistent result, with the baseline perform-
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Decomposition Chinese-English Japanese-English
(inference) Higher-resource Lower-resource Higher-resource Lower-resource

WMT19 Unseen WMT18 Unseen ASPEC Unseen KFTT Unseen
None (Baseline) 25.2 22.6 18.3 12.4 28.3 13.5 16.9 13.3
Remove unseen 25.2 23.0 18.3 12.4 28.4 15.0 16.8 13.5
Decompose unseen 25.2 22.7 18.3 11.8 28.3 14.2 16.7 12.9
Decompose unseen (left) 25.2 23.0 18.3 12.0 28.4 14.6 16.7 13.3

Table 5: Higher- and lower-resource test set BLEU scores for the baseline models of Table 4 with different inference-
time decompositionmethods. Line 1 is duplicated fromTable 4. Inference-time decompositionmatches the baseline
on general test sets, and some unseen sets see BLEU improvement.

Chinese source (CAS) 飞肉切薄片，用蛋清糊上浆，下开水锅 [汆]透捞出。
English reference Cut the wild chicken meat into thin slices, smear with egg white, [scald] thoroughly.
Baseline Fleshy slice, slurry with egg whites, and get out of the boiling water pan.
Training decompose Fly to cut sliver pieces of meat, slurp them with purine paste, and pick them up from the

open water pan.
Inference decompose Cut thin slices of meat, slurry with egg whites, get out of the boiling water pan.
Japanese source (ASPEC) 空気中では [鰯]油が最も酸化されやすく，ついで亜麻仁油，大豆油の順であった。
English reference Due to its high contents of DHA and EPA, [sardine] oil FFA was most rapidly oxidized in

air, followed by linseed and soybean oil FFAs.
Baseline In the air, the sate oil was most easily oxidized, followed by linseed oil and soybean oil.
Training decompose In air, salmon oil was most susceptible to oxidation, followed by linseed oil and soybean

oil.
Inference decompose (left) Fish oil was most oxidized in air, followed by linseed oil and soybean oil.
Japanese source (KFTT) 康元元年 ( 1256年)赤斑 [瘡]により死去。
English reference In 1256, he died from [measles].
Baseline In 1256, he died of a red spot.
Training decompose In 1256, he died of a spear.
Inference decompose (left) In 1256, he died from a red spot storehouse.
Inference decompose (left, re-
place radical)

In 1256, he died from a red spot disease.

Table 6: Examples of translation with different decomposition schemes from each of the three unseen sets extracted
from publicly available corpora. We compare the most consistent training decomposition (no IDCs) and inference-
only decomposition (left-only) to the baseline. In the final Japanese example, we additionally compare swapping
the unseen radical with an in-vocabulary character. Unseen characters and (approximate) reference translations are
marked in square brackets.

ing best or joint best in all other cases.

3.3.2 Inference-only decomposition
Table 5 gives results for our inference-only unseen
character decomposition schemes, compared to the
baseline with no decomposition. Inference time de-
composition has no effect on the Chinese-English
test sets with no unseen characters. This is as we
expect, since these test sets are unchanged. For
Japanese-English a slight decrease on the KFTT
general set (about 15% sentences with unseen char-
acters) is balanced by a small improvement on
the ASPEC general set (2% sentences with unseen
characters). These results are a strong advantage
compared to training decomposition, which must
be applied to all sentences whether they benefit or
not, often degrading performance.

Test sets with many unseen characters have a
range of BLEU performance under inference-time
decomposition. One consistent result is that left-
only decomposition gives better scores than us-

ing all sub-characters. This may be explained by
the fact that representing a character as multiple
sub-characters may lead the model to generate a
separate translation for each sub-character, harm-
ing performance. By contrast the leftmost sub-
character tends to be the semantic component so
may give good translation performance alone.

As a precision-based metric, BLEU is not an
ideal measure of improving unseen character trans-
lation. Any such improvements under decompo-
sition are more likely to improve adequacy than
precision, since they often involve introducing syn-
onyms or hypernyms. This difficulty is highlighted
by the strong performance of the ‘remove unseen’
scheme which simply deletes unseen decompos-
able characters from source sentences. Clearly,
such a scheme cannot improve the translation of
these characters, although it may reduce the num-
ber of hypothesis tokens, inadvertently improving
precision and therefore BLEU.
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The higher performance of the decompose (left)
scheme is more promising, since this is likely to ac-
tually generate translations for unseen characters.
On a similar note, replacing the unseen ‘illness’
radical with a character conveying the same seman-
ticmeaning as described at the end of Sec. 2.2 does
not affect BLEU for any set, but we do see notice-
able improvements in adequacy for the handful of
affected sentences.

3.3.3 Qualitative evaluation
We provide example translations under different
training and inference decomposition schemes in
Table 6. We observe some interesting differ-
ences in adequacy between training decomposition
and inference-only decomposition. In particular,
both Japanese translations with training decompo-
sition feature a plausible but incorrect translation.
With inference-only decomposition the translation
is less fluent, but more generic and consequently
more correct.

We note that training with sub-character decom-
position has an unfortunate tendency to translate
over-specific terms from spurious sub-character
matches. For example, in the first (ASPEC)
Japanese example, 魚 (‘fish’) is also the radi-
cal in 鮭 (‘salmon’), and in the second (KFTT)
Japanese example, 倉 (‘storehouse’) is also a ma-
jor component in槍 (‘spear’). The model trained
with sub-character decompositions therefore pro-
duces ‘salmon’ and ‘spear’ instead of ‘sardine’
and ‘measles’. Meanwhile the inference-only left-
radical heuristic produces ‘fish’ and ‘disease’, both
of which are correct translations, if not reference-
matching.

We identify this pattern throughout the unseen-
character sets for certain characters in particular.
Characters for concrete nouns, such as types of
fish, illness, bird, tree, and so on tend to be well-
handled by inference-only decomposition with the
left-sub-character heuristic and failed by the train-
ing decomposition scheme.

More abstract characters are more challenging
for both schemes, such as those with radical 心
(‘heart’) which often refer to an emotion. How-
ever, a major benefit of our approach is its flexibil-
ity; such poorly-handled characters could simply
be excluded from the decomposition scheme, or
replaced with a more appropriate non-radical char-
acter as we do for the ‘illness’ radical 疒. Future
work on this problem could involve determining
the most relevant sub-character component of an

character, if any, rather than the simple left-only
heuristic.

4 Conclusions

We explore the effect of sub-character decompo-
sition on NMT from logographic languages into
English. During training decomposition may hurt
general translation performance without necessar-
ily helping unseen character translation. We pro-
pose a flexible inference-time sub-character de-
composition procedure which targets unseen char-
acters, and show that it aids adequacy and re-
duces misleading overtranslation in unseen charac-
ter translation. The scheme is straightforward, re-
quires no additional models or training, and has no
negative impact on sentences without unseen char-
acters.
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